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Abstract 
Title: 
Analysis of Offence after Active Defence 
Objectives: 
The primary objective of this thesis is to implement quantitative and qualitative analysis of 
offence after reaching the ball during active defence within Bayern Munich matches. Attacks 
finished with a shot or a final pass. Consequently, the aims in view will be evaluated. 
Methods: 
The work uses the indirect observation method in particular matches which were available 
due to video records. Successful attacks were analysed according to quantity and quality. This 
analysis is focused on a detailed study of each attack from its foundig thanks to gaining the 
ball during active defence to its ending. 
Results: 
The results show the types and models realized during the monitored attacks of Bayern 
Munich team within the UEFA Champions League 2012/2013. Further, offensive and 
defensive phases of the game in the modern aspect of football are clarified. Last but not least, 
we are able to apply the models in question to different achievement groups. 
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